
The Smell of Demons

By J. Evan Ramos

Damn, the door is jammed.  The wood is rotting around the edges; it’s splintering 
and warped.  As I try and jerk it open, it fights back.  The roaches scurry up the cracking 
walls of the hallway, watching me as I struggle.  A puddle hangs on the ceiling, as drops 
crash down on to the molded carpet.  The buzz of the flickering lights provide an uneasy 
feeling.  I pull harder, breathing out obscenities.  I don’t have much time.  People ask 
questions when they see someone like me, a large brute draped in a tattered grey trench 
coat that is covered in ashes and sprinkles of blood.

With my fist wrapped around the banged up knob, I bust the door open like a 
battering ram.  I breathe hard as I drag myself into the room, with my bloody stump of a 
leg behind me.  The door swallows me and slams shut, imprisoning me within these four 
walls.  Stumbling backwards, the rotting wood catches me.  It props me up as I dress it in 
stains of blood. 

My rough, callused finger flips the switch.  The light bulb strobes as electricity 
dances within it.  The dim light falls upon the entire room, exposing the carpet filled with 
dried up pools of blood, poorly glued discounted wallpaper, and furniture that is battered 
like an old beaten wife.  Fresh stains of sex and murder are embedded in the sheets of the 
full size bed.  It is erected as an altar where morality is sacrificed through prostitution, 
drugs and bloodshed.  This place is a home for runaways and criminals, pimps and 
whores, pushers and druggies, sinners and myself.

Carefully, I slide off my trench coat, making sure that it doesn’t catch on any of 
my wounds.  It does.  The pain feels like scorpions scurrying over my raw flesh, stinging 
with their hooked tails and clamping with their claws.  Finally, the trench coat drifts 
down, exposing my living corpse.  Then, my fingers grasp the back of my black shirt and 
I slowly hunch over as I pull it off of me. It sticks to the dried up blood.  I bite my lip and 
rip off the shredded shirt.  A howl escapes out of anguish, like a lone wolf to the full 
moon.  With bright red skin and popping veins I grunt.  Deep breaths frantically escape 
my lungs; I breathe out the pain.  The dresser does a good job of supporting my mangled 
body.  One hand rests upon it, holding me up, while the second clenches on to my 
bleeding chest.

Waiting to recover, my mind wanders.  I think of their faces, of how they cringe 
before I stab them with my shank, or deform as I pummel them with a lead pipe, or 
scream as I shoot them as many times as it takes for their bodies to become fountains of 
blood. It’s all for a wad of cash that is far less than a soul would cost, selling my 
conscience to the highest bidder.  I feel dirty, in need of a shower.  They stop my mind 
from its useless wandering.
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Warped wood and loose screws cause the dresser door to stick as I jerk it open. 
My hands meet the pair of pistols that are strapped around my waist. I abandon them like 
orphans, setting them next to the rat droppings and a small orange Bible.  My back slides 
down the dresser until my head hangs between my knees.  Then, I rip off my bulky black 
boots and toss them like a pair of dice.  A swollen, bloody leg makes the frayed cargo 
pants a bitch to take off.  After shifting, yelping and twisting, they finally rest on the 
floor.  Dressed only in flesh, scrapes, wounds and scars, I stagger over to the bathroom.

The yellow tiles are covered in scum and grime.  Mold grows out of the grout and 
rust infests all of the once shimmering metals.  The mirror, tagged and fragmented, 
reflects the smeared image of my shell.  It reveals a scarred lip showing a permanent 
snarl that exposes a sharp carnivorous tooth.  A crooked nose zigzags down, and I see 
sunken eyes that are framed by a protruding jaw and shaven head.  Murder has a way of 
rotting you from the inside out and turning you into what I see, a face too battered with 
sin to ever be angelic again.  God, I need to take a shower.  Clean myself of the stench of 
death and ash.

Drips of blood Pollock the tiles with spots, as I make my way to the shower. 
Brown water is vomited out of the rusted shower-head.  It is frigid and thick, quickly 
oozing through the clogged up holes.  I don’t flinch.  Eventually, the liquid turns clear 
and warm.  The hot water crashes against the tile and evaporates quickly.  The putrid 
smell of sewage is released through the steam.

Grated flesh stings as the water cascades over it.  Forget the soap for a moment.  I 
just need the water to flow over me, let it baptize my soul.  It hurts; it feels like it’s 
working.  I hear that holy water burns those that are full of sin.  Well fuck, this shit is like 
acid.

Scraping against my skin, the soap feels like a file.  Every inch of me is covered 
with its suds until I step into the water again.  Ashes, blood and soap mix together as they 
retreat towards the drain.  My gashes scream as if they were tortured men, as the liquid 
travels over.  They become irritated and begin to pulse and bleed.  My hands rub over my 
body, trying to wipe off all of the blood.  It begins to smell like hell, as if I am 
decomposing.  I gag because of the odor.

With choked lungs, I cough.  Blood drips off of my lips like a leaky faucet.  My 
eyelids repeatedly crash into one another.  I feel like I am watching a film with missing 
frames.  A deep cough rips through my chest; I see more blood.  A tingling sensation 
invades my head, making me dizzy.  Rolling back, my eyes retreat into my skull.

***

Fuck, I must have passed out.  My eyes open; I see the water splashing on my 
face and the shower-head hanging far from me.  It’s like a tropical rain, a paradise, or a 
cleansing downpour.  My skin is smooth like a high-class whore, with open pores that can 
breathe in the air.  It shines like chrome because the dirt and ashes have been washed 
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away.  I am refreshed, revived and renewed, not dirty anymore.  I am like Mother fucking 
Teresa.

No matter how elegant the coffin is, what’s in it is still dead.  My soul is 
gangrene, infested and decomposing.  Suddenly, my head is woozy like the bad kind of 
drunk.  My body loses touch with its toes, legs, chest and then arms.  All I can feel are the 
thousands of drops bombarding my face.

I guess you can’t wash away the smell of demons.
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